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All Adjectives: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. 

1. The job of adjectives in the sentence is to ____________________________________. 

2. Adjective answer these four general questions about nouns. 

      _______________    _______________    __________________    ________________ 

3. Adjective phrases and clauses are separated from the rest of the sentence by commas 

when _________________________________________________________________;  

otherwise no commas are required.   

Circle the form of each underlined adjective. 

4. Scientists who study dinosaurs are called paleontologists. 

 word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

5.  Migrating north, gray whales can be seen along the California coast in spring. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

6.  His goal to become an Eagle Scout requires planning, leadership, and support. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

7. The hat with purple plumes was worn by the actress Judy Garland. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

Write all the adjectives that modify the underlined noun on the line. 

8.   These ancient statues, ranging in height from four to thirty feet , were carved with stone tools. 

        ________________________________________________    

9.   A key to the elephant’s survival is their ability to memorize the geography of their territory. 

        ________________________________________________    

10.  One of the teachers whose room has a projector and screen is holding the meeting today. 

        ________________________________________________    

Write the specified form of adjective to modify the underlined noun.  Add commas if necessary. 

11. Cecilia found the sweater ______________________________ in the clothes hamper.  
          infinitive phrase 
 

12. The trail _____________________________________ leads around the entire lake. 
         relative clause 
 

13. _________________________________ Brad sat by the side of the basketball court. 
  participial phrase 
 

14. Several ______________________________________ were broken. 
    prepositional phrase 
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All Adjectives: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks.  ANSWERS 

1. The job of adjectives in the sentence is to _____modify (or describe) nouns________. 

2. Adjective answer these four general questions about nouns. order doesn’t matter 

      _what kind__    ___how many__    _____which______    ______whose____ 

3. Adjective phrases and clauses are separated from the rest of the sentence by commas 

when ___when they present additional unnecessary information_______;  otherwise no 

commas are required.   

Circle the form of each underlined adjective. ANSWERS 

4. Scientists who study dinosaurs are called paleontologists. 

 word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

5.  Migrating north, gray whales can be seen along the California coast in spring. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

6.  His goal to become an Eagle Scout requires planning, leadership, and support. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

7. The hat with purple plumes was worn by the actress Judy Garland. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

Write all the adjectives that modify the underlined noun on the line.  ANSWERS 

8.   These ancient statues, ranging in height from four to thirty feet , were carved with stone tools. 

        ______these, ancient, ranging in height from four to thirty feet_____________    

9.   A key to the elephant’s survival is their ability to memorize the geography of their territory. 

        ______their, to memorize the geography of their territory____    

10.  One of the teachers whose room has a projector and screen is holding the meeting today. 

        ____of the teachers, whose room has a projector and screen____    

Write the specified form of adjective to modify the underlined noun.  Add commas if necessary.  ANSWERS WILL VARY 

11. Cecilia found the sweater ___to wear today______ in the clothes hamper.  
          infinitive phrase 
 

12. The trail ___that we will hike today__________ leads around the entire lake. 
         relative clause 
 

13. ____Waiting for his friends,_____ Brad sat by the side of the basketball court. 
  participial phrase 
 

14. Several ___of the dishes_______________ were broken. 
    prepositional phrase 
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All Adjectives: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS –Provide a word bank. 

 

 what kind modify nouns whose 

 which  how many  provide unnecessary information  

Circle the form of each underlined adjective. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS – Eliminate some options. 

4. Scientists who study dinosaurs are called paleontologists. 

 word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

5.  Migrating north, gray whales can be seen along the California coast in spring. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

6.  His goal to become an Eagle Scout requires planning, leadership, and support. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

7. The hat with purple plumes was worn by the actress Judy Garland. 

             word(s)     prepositional phrase participial phrase infinitive phrase relative clause 

Write all the adjectives that modify the underlined noun on the line. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS –Give hints. 

8.   These ancient statues, ranging in height from four to thirty feet , were carved with stone tools. 

        ___two words and one participial phrase_______    

9.   A key to the elephant’s survival is their ability to memorize the geography of their territory. 

        ____one word and one infinitive phrase________________    

10.  One of the teachers whose room has a projector and screen is holding the meeting today. 

        ____one prepositional phrase and one relative clause_________    

Write the specified form of adjective to modify the underlined noun.  Add commas if necessary. SCAFFOLDING SUG-
GESTIONS –Provide first word. 

11. Cecilia found the sweater ___to_________________________ in the clothes hamper.  
          infinitive phrase 
 

12. The trail _____which____________________________ leads around the entire lake. 
         relative clause 
 

13. ____Waiting_____________________ Brad sat by the side of the basketball court. 
  participial phrase 
 

14. Several ____of_____________________________ were broken. 
    prepositional phrase 


